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"It has to be a cultural thing. It's not for a lack of talent or skills or ability. It has to be up to a company to make the change.” ...
Black and Hispanic workers make headway as bank managers, but white people still dominate executive level jobs
Our fascination with the recent history of the right comes at a cost: too little attention to the left's successes over the past 20 years.
The American Left is a Historical Success Story
Sports writer Mirin Fader has written a book about the Bucks' Giannis Antetokounmpo called, "Giannis: The Improbable Rise of an NBA MVP" and Milwaukee's Boswell Book Co. is hosting a virtual event ...
There's a new Giannis book - and Boswell has an event with the author
Today we are joined by Axel Schulz, who, like a few others who have graced the “Sitdown With a SOC... The post Sitdown with a SOC Star: 13 Questions With Axel Schulz of the University of Toronto ...
Sitdown with a SOC Star: 13 Questions With Axel Schulz of the University of Toronto
or even Asher Benjamin’s early 1800s pattern book, The American Builder’s Companion, which showed common carpenters how to build houses like Greek Temples. Instead, the Nurbs came up with some ...
The Human Brain and Building for Human Beings
A key difference between populism and fascism is that, for populists, actual electoral results matter. In contrast, fascism implies permanent power, irrespective of the ballot box. Populism affirms th ...
Donald Trump has blurred the line between populism and fascism in a dangerous way
Dr. Wendy Osefo of “Real Housewives of Potomac” discussed adding author to her resume, what she thinks of newbie Mia Thornton and more.
EXCLUSIVE: Wendy Osefo Of ‘RHOP’ Talks Getting A BBL, Her Upcoming Book & More
Donald J. Trump’s Catastrophic Final Year.” Rucker and Leonnig will discuss this book during a Live event on July 20. As the sun rose over Washington on Jan. 6, electricity hung in the air. The big ...
‘I Alone Can Fix It’ book excerpt: The inside story of Trump’s defiance and inaction on Jan. 6
Olympic Games in Sydney, Australia and Ian Thorpe snapped the United States' seven-Games reign in the 400 freestyle relay.
The Air-Guitar Concert: When Australia Ended American Streak in 400 Freestyle Relay (Video)
Sheltered in a downtown D.C. hotel, the Democratic lawmakers who left Texas to block a restrictive voting bill are living a life of stress and scrutiny. After bolting the state Monday in order to ...
The long, 'surreal' days of the runaway Texas legislators
The founder of the non-profit organization Girls Who Code has a book coming out about helping women who raise children, with suggestions including government aid and a more ...
Reshma Saujani’s book ‘Pay Up’ urges support for mothers
Chances are, you and your partner have spent a lot of time at home this past year. From spicing up living room dates to exploring every corner of your community, it’s due time for a change in ...
If You And Your Partner Need A Couples Retreat ASAP, Look No Further
How Companion Animals Joined the Household SMU sociologist Andrea Laurent-Simpson asserts what most pet-owners already know - the American family structure is changing to include nonhuman species, and ...
New Book Defines Trend: Meet the Multispecies Family
It has not even been published yet, but Mark Levin’s forthcoming book “American Marxism” already has hit No. 2 at Amazon — proof that the author has a clear take on the genuine concerns of the ...
Mark Levin book ‘American Marxism’ rocks Amazon
Deborah McCrayer, a highly successful leader and well-rounded Christian who works as a mid-level manager with professional certifications ...
Deborah McCrayer's New Book, 'My People, My Time', Accounts Significant Events Throughout African American History and a Tale of One Woman's Courage
Do you sign your pets’ names to your holiday card? Have you ever sent your dog to day care? Do you shop regularly for cat or dog toys? Welcome to a new breed of American family – the multispecies ...
Pets on board: Meet the multispecies American family
Databases and digital resources Almost every library has at least one database subscription that offers curated content published by reputable sources. The target audience and content vary widely ...
A Deeper Look: Censorship beyond Books
Flash forward to 2020, and DiGirolamo’s feelings on the police reached a new emotional level ... The book includes no mention of the harsh realities of those deaths in American policing ...
Coloradan's new book a tribute to rural police
The level of resistance coincides with the bottom of a gap left when the pandemic first began in February 2020. Because gaps fill 90% of the time, American ... the order book of multiple exchanges ...

Still the world's most trusted adult English course - American Headway Third Edition combines a perfectly-balanced syllabus with more conversation, assessment and digital teaching and learning resources than ever before.

Providing a foundation in the structure of the language by gradually building students' understanding of the basic grammar, vocabulary, and functions of English.
Still the world's most trusted adult English course - American Headway Third Edition combines a perfectly-balanced syllabus with more conversation, assessment and digital teaching and learning resources than ever before.

Still the world's most trusted adult English course - American Headway Third Edition combines a perfectly-balanced syllabus with more conversation, assessment and digital teaching and learning resources than ever before.
A complete language-learning package for students who are serious about learning English.American Headway combines a comprehensive treatment of grammar, vocabulary, and functional language with up-to-date topics and level-appropriate skills work to deliver real results in the classroom.
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